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The rift that yawns between the highland of Judea, Samaria
and Galilee on the West, and the land of Moab, of Ammon
and of Gilead on the East is drained by the stream cele-
brated in song and story�the Jordan. It is formed in the
north of the Holy Land by the confluence of three small
streams which come leaping from the heights of Hermon,
After union, the waters flow south through a swampy region
including Lake Huleh, an unhealthy land, whose seedy thick-
ets shelter gypsies and wild buffalo. On leaving this region
�the course of the stream becomes interesting. The level of
the swamp is 2 meters above that of the sea; that of the Sea
of Galilee, 16 kilometers beyond, is 208 meters below the sea

level; so decided a difference in level for so short a distance
means rapid flow, and we find the Jordan connecting the two
basins by a series of cataracts through a deep, narrow gorge
with steep basalt walls. The Sea of Galilee, or Lake Gennes-
aret, or Lake Tiberias, is a smiling sheet of fine, clear water,
full of fish, once enlivened by fishermen’s boats, now almost
deserted. South of Lake Tiberias, between abruptly rising
heights, there stretched a plain of varying width in which
the Jordan has cut a sinuous and shifting channel. It me-

anders so, that its course from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead
Sea is three times as long as the air line. The many rapids
which justify the river’s name, Jordan, meaning "swiftly flow-
ing," render it unfit for navigation; and the low position of
its sunken channel prevents its use for irrigating purposes.
In spite of four bridges (the newest one near Jericho) the
river is a hindrance to traffic, for its numerous fords are pass-
able only at low water. Were it not for tradition and senti-
ment and the consequent attraction of tourists, and the fact
that the Jordan affords drink to men and animals, it might
be called a worse than useless stream.
The country about the river, whose water is often bottled

and sent to Christian lands, there to be used at pompous
baptisms, is private domain of the Turkish sultan. Toward
the end of its course, the Jordan flows through a country
which, outside of some oases, is nearly a desert and which
foretells the nearness of the Dead Sea. The sacred waters
of the Jordan do not mingle with those of other rivers in
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the common ocean, but are lost in a lake without an outlet
and without life. The shores, too, are of desolate aspect;
hence its name is entirely appropriate�the Dead Sea. The
absence of life is accounted for by the fact that the water
is six times as salty as ocean water; and this is due to the
minerals washed in from an arid land, and to enormous evap-
oration. The shores likewise are salty, hence perfectly bare
and barren; salt pillars on the west side recall the story of
Lot^s wife. As in ocean water, the main solid in solution is
common salt; but there is also magnesium chloride which
adds bitterness, and calcium chloride which imparts a some-
what oily character. You need not be a swimmer to remain
at the surface of the Dead Sea; for floating is no art in a liquid
whose specific gravity is higher than that of the body. On
emerging from the bath, the concentration of th<e brine and
the dryness of the air cause the hair to become quite salty.
When the water is agitated, the heaviness of the salty waves
causes them to strike like iron, and they prove destructive
to light boats. But the Dead Sea was not always so; ancient
shore lines indicate that the Jordan Valley was at one time a
fresh water lake with an outlet into the Mediterranean, and
a surface some 30 meters above the level of the sea. In those
days the Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee were one; after the
drainage ceased, and especially after the lakes were parted,
salt accumulated in the lower one. The difference in level
between the two lakes is quite marked; the surface of the
upper lake being 208 meters, that of the lower 393.8 meters
below the level of the sea; so throughout its course the con-
necting river has a very appreciable fall. But with all its
swiftness, the Jordan could not have carved out this deep
valley. Not connected with the sea and flowing far below
sea level, where could it have deposited the material? The
rocks of the valley sides and their dip prove that it is one of
that rare type called rift valleys or valleys of fracture. The
faulting may have been produced by a series of catastrophes;
and they must have been veritably earth-shaking. History
records a number of disastrous earthquakes in the Holy Land,
proving that even recently this has been unstable ground, and
the story of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah may
have had such a calamity as its basis. The surface of the Dead
Sea is nearly 400 meters below the surface of the ocean, and in
places is nearly 400 meters deep.�Journal of Geography. ’


